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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a predictive dynamic model enabling a description of the
whole negative lightning discharge. The proposed model takes into account the
different phases of the propagation (i.e., the initiation of the first corona, the pilot
leader, the negative and space leaders and their junction up to the final jump). This
model is based on an LCR line electrical network parameters derived with
electromagnetic field, physical laws and gas discharge theories (L, C and R, being
respectively the inductance, the capacitance and the resistance). Criteria for
initiation, development, stand-off and some atmospheric conditions are also
introduced. From this model the main macroscopic parameters of the negative
lightning can be computed.
Index Terms — Negative lightning discharge, modeling, propagation.
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dispersion parameter
absolute temperature, K
barometric pressure, mmHg
fraction of the available energy used for the
displacement of the negative electrode leader
fraction of the available energy used for the
displacement of the positive spatial leader
fraction of the available energy used for the
displacement of the negative spatial leader
barometric pressure, kPa
standard atmospheric pressure, 1.013 kPa
cloud-earth system geometric capacitance, F
Capacitance between streamers head and earth, F
capacitance between the discharge channel tip and
the head of streamers, F
distance from the leader channel where the radiated
magnetic field decays to zero, m
length of the leader propagation during a step dt, m
leader step’s axial length, m
cloud-earth distance, m
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computational step, s
duration of the final jump phase, s
relative air density factor
electron charge, 1.6 10-19 C
mean field in the unbridged gap, MV/m
reduced electric field
streamer stability field, kV/cm
electric field within the streamer zone, MV/m
breakdown field strength at atmospheric pressure and
sea level, MV/m
the breakdown field of air, MV/m
field at the negative electrode leader tip, MV/m
air electric field strength at altitude z, MV/m
mean fields within the streamers zone of negative
electrode leader, MV/m
mean fields within the positive spatial leader, MV/m
mean fields within the negative spatial leader, MV/m
mean fields within the streamers zone of negative
electrode leader, MV/m
mean fields within the streamers zone of positive
spatial leader, MV/m
mean fields within the streamers zone of negative
spatial leader, MV/m
mean field along the streamers, MV/m
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mean field within the uncrossed electrode gap (i.e.,
between the head of the entire discharge channel and
the ground), MV/m
mean field within the gap between the streamers
zones of both negative electrode leader and positive
spatial leaders, MV/m
number ranging from 0 to 1 generated randomly
instantaneous random angle between the leader
trajectory and the vertical axis, rd
ratio between the specific heat at constant volume
and constant pressure
cloud diameter, m
total discharge current, A
current flowing in the streamer zone, A
the Boltzmann constant, 1.38 10-23 J K-1
Leader channel branch inductance, H
length of the negative electrode leader, m
length of the positive spatial leader, m
length of the negative spatial leader, m
leader’s inductance per unit length, H/m
axial length of the main negative leader, m
critical final jump length, m
total axial length of the negative discharge, m
per unit length resistance of the corona leader, Ω/m
per unit length resistance of the leader, Ω/m
gas density of the negative electrode leader
gas number density at the time t0 at which the leader
section is formed, m-3
power injected in the gap, W
charge injected into the gap, C
equivalent ground impedance, Ω
initial radius of the leader channel, m
negative leader tip radius, m
radius of the hyperboloidal electrode equivalent to
the leader tip, m
curvature radius of the equipotential surface at the
considered point, m
leader resistance Rj just before the beginning of the
final jump, Ω
Leader channel branch resistance, Ω
air density, kg.m-3
streamer length, m
length of the streamers zone of negative electrode
leader, m
length of the streamers zone of positive, m
length of the negative spatial leaders, m
length of the negative corona, m
leader conductivity, Ω-1m-1
time at which the leader is formed, s
gas temperature (in the channel), K
applied voltage, MV

Ui

Vj
V0
Vj
vj,n,l
vj,p,sp,l
vj,n,sp,l

μe

Γs,j

Γj
Wj
z
Z
Zl-p

inception voltage at the head of negative discharge
(i.e., at the head of the whole negative discharge
channel) , MV
voltage at the electrode leader tip, MV
voltage drop along C0, MV
voltage across the Cj, MV
leader propagation velocity from the negative charge
reservoir, m/s
velocity of the positive spatial leader, m/s
velocity of the negative spatial leader, m/s
electron mobility, 0.18 m2V-1s-1
solid angle between the discharge channel tip and the
head of streamers, sr
solid angle associated to capacitance Cj , sr
energy injected in the gap, J
the altitude, km
gap uncrossed by the discharge, m
axial length between the streamers zones (negative
electrode leader and negative spatial leaders), m

1 INTRODUCTION
A large number of papers and books on the lightning
phenomenon, on both positive and negative have been
published with the aim of improving our basic knowledge
on the process involved and consequently to propose
mitigation methods against the devastating effects on
engineering systems (direct strikes and nearby
electromagnetic fields radiated by the leaders and return
stroke) [1-5].
Reviews of the present state of our knowledge on the
negative atmospheric discharge can be found in the
literature [1, 2]. One may distinguish various types of
lightning discharges including discharges within a cloud,
discharges between clouds and cloud-earth discharges. In
this paper, only the last type is considered.
In situ lightning investigation is a cumbersome task due
to its random aspects. Even though it is presently possible
to trigger lightning discharge artificially, the physics
involved in this phenomenon is not yet fully understood
and many questions remain unanswered. Moreover,
artificial triggering of lightning is difficult to perform.
The study of the negative lightning is very important
since most cloud-earth lightning discharge (about 90%) in
temperate regions of the world is negative. Negative
lightning discharges have been the subject of very
intensive experimental investigations [1, 2, 5, 6]. Contrary
to the positive lightning for which many theoretical models
are available [3 - 6], research to derive models for the
negative lightning is still at its earlier stages. This is due to
the complexity of the mechanisms involved in the
propagation processes. The development of a negative
lightning discharge model allowing predicting the main
macroscopic parameters will be very useful for the design
and protection of engineering structures against direct and
indirect strikes.
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This contribution presents some development based on
our previous work related to positive discharge in long air
gaps with application to positive lightning [3]. A dynamic
mathematic model enabling a description of the evolution
of the complete negative lightning discharge, taking into
account the different phases of the propagation (i.e., the
initiation of the first corona, the negative and space leaders
and the junction of leaders) is presented. The proposed
model is based on the idea that a substantial similarity
exists between lightning phenomena and discharge in long
air gaps [1, 2]. This model is based on a LCR dynamic
equivalent electrical network (L, C and R being
respectively the inductance, the capacitance and the
resistance). These parameters vary with time according to
the discharge characteristics and geometry.

2 FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES IN
NEGATIVE LIGHTNING DISCHARGES
It is well known that most lightning flashes occur within
a cloud or between clouds. The discharge initiation within
a cloud is not well fully understood. It seems that the
discharges are initiated in the vicinity of the pocket of
negative charges where the electric field is enhanced.
However, measurements recorded using sounding
techniques indicate that this field does not exceed 150 to
200 kV/m [7]. Such values are 5 to 10 times lower than the
breakdown field of air (EC.) and hence insufficient to
ionize air and start the development of a discharge. The
electric field is however enhanced at the poles
(extremities) of hydrometeors and more particularly of
large water drops, possibly reaching values higher than EC,
and able to initiate coronas [8]. Therefore, the initiation of
atmospheric discharges seems to be closely related to the
presence of drops of large size. These coronas consisting
of a series of avalanches develop into a plasma channel of
several km.
In a macroscopic point of view, there are two available
theories allowing explaining such a development. The first
one, developed by Schonland [9], proposes the
unidirectional propagation of the discharge (leader). The
leader is initiated from a pocket of charge (space charge)
where the field is enhanced, and progresses toward a zone of
opposite polarity. The propagation is similar to that
produced in laboratory discharge between a HV electrode
and a grounded plate. The charge pocket is similar to the
electrode and provides the required energy to feed the leader
propagation.
The second theory was developed by Kasemir [10] who
first imagined the existence of bi-leader process. Contrary
to the first theory, this one requires the presence of two bidirectional discharges, developing from a unique point; the
discharge propagating in the field direction is referred as
positive while that one propagating in the opposite is
negative. This last hypothesis seems to be confirmed by the
interferometric localisation of VHF sources emitted by
discharges [11-13]. The measurements achieved by
Richard et al [11], Mazur [12] and Bondiou et al [13]
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evidenced the bi-directional development of natural
flashes.
From fast camera recordings working in streak mode, it
has been shown that the negative lightning discharge
propagates by steps characterized by strong reilluminations [1, 2, 14, 15, 16]. These recordings also
emphasized that the mechanisms involved in the
development of such a discharge are very complex.
Moreover, it is well established that the propagation
sequences of this discharge (Figure 1) may be
schematically described by the following main phases [17]:
(1) the inception and development of a first corona or
corona-streamers; (2) after the extinction of the first
corona, there is a short dark period followed by the
inception and development of a bipolar system called
“pilot”. This latter consists of two coronas of opposite
polarity: the positive corona develops toward the cloud
while the negative corona propagates toward the ground;
(3) the development of a space leader from a ‘space stem’,
actually a previous pilot inception point. The space leader
propagation, as a simultaneous bidirectional discharge
toward the cloud and the ground is followed by the
inception of negative leader from the cloud ; and finally (4)
the junction between both space leader and negative
electrode leader producing a sudden elongation of the
channel. This junction is accompanied by a strong reillumination of the discharge channel while a new corona
takes place at the head of the discharge channel: this
completes the stepwise propagation mechanism. The entire
phenomenon resumes and will be repeated until the ground
is reached.

3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
3.1 FIRST CORONA INITIATION
The initiation of first corona can be determined using either
Raether criterion [18] or Peek formula [19]. Both criteria
determine the conditions required to initiate an electronic
avalanche of sufficient size enabling the development of a
corona. This first corona consists of luminous filaments of a
ramified structure – the streamers.
3.2 CRITERION FOR THE MAIN NEGATIVE LEADER
GROWTH
The growth of the negative electrode leader tip is mainly
governed by the field El,p at its tip. This field can be
calculated by assuming the negative leader tip to an
equivalent electrode [20]. El,p may be therefore estimated
using a hyperboloidal approximation [20] :
2V j
(1)
El , p =
⎛ D − L n ,l , z ⎞
⎟⎟
re ln 4⎜⎜
re
⎝
⎠
Vj is the voltage at the electrode leader tip. re is the equivalent
curvature radius of the leader tip assumed to be a hyperboloid
electrode; it can be computed using the empirical relationship
proposed in the literature [20].
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Figure 1. Lightning schematic process

D is the cloud – earth distance. Ln,l,z is the axial length of the
main negative leader.
Note that the electric field may be computed from numerical
techniques. However, the following analytical relationships
which help reducing computation time were used.
Depending on the value of El,p, the leader channel will
propagate or not. If El,p is higher than the critical field Ec to
keep the corona effect alive, the leader channel will propagate
through the gap. Otherwise, the leader channel will
progressively cool and finally disappears, unless the applied
voltage characteristics are able to re-activate it. Ec may be
calculated using Peek’s formula [21]

⎛
0.308 ⎞
(2)
Ec = E0 ⎜1 +
⎟
⎜ ( r δ )1/ 2 ⎟
e
⎝
⎠
where E0=3 MV/m represents the breakdown field strength at
atmospheric pressure and sea level [23, 24] and δ, the relative
air density [22].

δ=

0.392b

α

=

2.92c

α

(3)

where b is the barometric pressure in mmHg (or c the
barometric pressure in kPa) and α is the absolute temperature
(in Kelvin).
The electric field strength for air breakdown that is used in
the application of the leader inception criterion is corrected
for variations in altitude z (in km) and air pressure c (in kPa).
The application of such a correction is particularly important
when considering lightning protection systems installed at
high altitudes [23]. This variation is modeled using a
simplified linear approximation [23, 24]
E(z) = E0(1 - 0.09z)

(4)

Changes of pressure with altitude are made to good
approximation using

c( z ) = c0 exp(− z / 8)

(5)

where c0 is the standard atmospheric pressure of 1.013 kPa
and z is the altitude (km) [23, 24]. Humidity corrections
change EO by up to 5% and hence can be ignored [23]. In any
case, humidity variations are governed almost entirely by the
prevailing weather conditions during the thunderstorm.
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It has been shown that the stability field is equivalent to the
average field along the streamer extension [25]; therefore, if
the average field is fixed, the length of the negative corona
Sn,S,Z is directly given by the graphical construction (Figure
2), i.e. geometrical method by considering the electric field
within the corona region as constant [25]. Sn,S,Z is determined
using the electrostatic potential distribution before and after
corona development.

U
(b)
(a)
U(Sn,S,Z)
0

Sn,S,Z

x

Figure 2. Potential distribution in the gap before (a) and after (b) the
development of the negative corona streamers: (a) and the straight line
voltage of slope Es from the initial potential Ui (b).

3.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE PILOT SYSTEM
Both positive and negative coronas are initiated once the
criterion related to the electric field at the head of streamers is
satisfied [17]. The electric field at the head of coronastreamers (as sketched in Figure 1) is calculated in the same
way as for the initiation of the first corona:

2Vs , j

(6)
⎛ 4Z ⎞
rs ln ⎜
⎟
⎝ rs ⎠
Z is the gap uncrossed by the discharge; Vs,j is the voltage at
the streamers head; rs is the negative streamers radius
estimated analytically from the stability field [26]. After the
extinction of these newly formed coronas, another relaxation
process takes place along the pilot system and so on.

Es ,head =

3.4 DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRODE AND SPACE
LEADERS
The propagation of discharge tip and space leaders are
governed by the power Pj (or energy Wj) coming from the
cloud and provided to the corona and the pilot system. This
power is computed from the equivalent LCR electric circuit,
to be described in section 4. On the other hand, since the
negative discharge propagates by steps, the leader propagation
is represented by a succession of segments having a length
dLn,l (where dLn,l = vdt, v and dt being respectively the leader
propagation velocity and the computation time step) making a
random angle ϕ with the gap axis, that is dLn,l,z = dLn,l cosϕ,
dLn,l,z being the leader step’s axial length. Thus the leader
propagation velocity from the negative charge reservoir can
be calculated using the following relationship [27, 28, 29]
⎛ 2 β n ,l dW j ⎞
⎟⎟
v j ,n ,l (t ) = ⎜⎜
2
⎝ ρπrl dt ⎠

1/ 3

(7)
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or
1/ 3

⎛ 2β
⎞
v j ,n,l (t ) = ⎜ n ,l2 Pj ⎟
⎝ ρπ rl
⎠

(8)

where ρ is the air density (ρ is set to 0.15 kg m-3 [30] at
1000°K [15, 31]) and rl is the negative leader tip radius at the
time t0 at which it is formed [32]. βn,l is the fraction of the
available energy used for the displacement of the negative
electrode leader (0<βn,l ≤ 1). Its value was estimated at about
0.1 [32, 33]. It appears from these relationships (equation (7)
or (8)) that the velocity depends on the energy (power)
injected in the gap. Also, for a given voltage, the velocity is
proportional to the cube root of the current (vj,n,l ~iL1/3). Such a
relationship has been reported by Bazelyan and Raizer for the
positive discharges [2, 34]. As concerns the numerical values
of velocities, considering for instance an applied voltage of 50
MV, a peak current of 10 kA and a value of the leader channel
radius of 10 mm, an instantaneous velocity of 1.3 105 m/s is
obtained which is a value close to those estimated
experimentally.
In the same way, the velocities of both positive and negative
spatial leaders (vj,p,sp,l and vj,n,sp,l respectively) can be
computed by replacing βn,l by βp,sp,l and βn,sp,l respectively.
The values of βp,sp,l and βn,sp,l are much smaller than βn,l. In
our modelling, the lengths of spatial leaders are supposed to
represent a few percent of that of negative electrode leader.
Using the above relationship, the position of the leader’s tip
at each step time may be determined. Streamers are taken into
account by suitable modifications of the equivalent circuit
parameters essentially based on our previous modelling of
positive discharge in long air gaps [35].
Thus, the stepwise leader propagation is guaranteed by
estimation of the electric field at the leader tip on one hand,
and by the junction of leaders during re-illumination on the
other hand.
3.5 VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION
Before the junction, the potential drop across the gap is [33]

U c (t ) = ( En ,l Ln ,l + En ,S S n ,S ) + ( E p ,sp ,l L p ,sp ,l + E p ,sp ,S S p ,sp ,l )
+ ( En ,sp ,l Ln ,sp ,l + En ,sp ,S S n ,sp ,l ) + ( E Z ,l − p Z l − p ) + ( E Z Z )
(9)
where En,l, Ep,sp,l, and En,sp,l are the mean fields within the
negative electrode leader, the positive spatial leader and the
negative spatial leader respectively (Figure 1);
En,S, Ep,sp,S, and En,sp,S are the mean fields within the
streamers zone of negative electrode leader, the streamers
zone of positive spatial leader and the streamers zone of
negative spatial leader respectively (Figure 1);
Ln,l, Lp,sp,l, and Ln,sp,l are the lengths of the negative electrode
leader, the positive spatial leader and the negative spatial
leader respectively (Figure 1);
Sn,S, Sp,sp,l, and Sn,sp,l are the lengths of the streamers zone of
negative electrode leader, the streamers zone of positive and
negative spatial leaders respectively (Figure 1);
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EZ,l-p and EZ are the mean fields within the gap between the
streamers zones of both negative electrode leader and positive
spatial leaders, and the uncrossed electrode gap (i.e., between
the head of the entire discharge channel and the ground, see
Figure 1);
Zl-p and Z are the axial lengths between the streamers zones
of both negative electrode leader and negative spatial leaders,
and the uncrossed electrode gap (Figure 1). En,l can be
calculated using non-LTE assumptions [30].
Experimental observations [19, 36] revealed that the
streamers at the head of both negative electrode and positive
spatial leaders, which radiate in the ultraviolet light, are not
visible likely due to their high resistivity (less ionised zones).
In our modelling, these streamers zones are assumed to be
parts of the associated leaders and their length, assumed to a
few percents of the considered leader channels.
After the junction, the electric field Ez of the uncrossed gap
can be computed to

U (t ) − U i
EZ = c
Z

(10)

Ui is the inception voltage at the head of negative discharge
(i.e., at the head of the whole negative discharge channel).
The length of the leader corona streamers can be deduced
from equations (9) and (10).
The use of this formula is justified by the fact that after the
junction of negative electrode leader and space leaders, only
one leader is formed. Thus, this situation can be considered
similar to that of the positive polarity.
3.6 JUNCTION PROCESS
The propagation of the positive leader’s head towards the
cathode leads to the junction with the negative leader
propagating in the opposite direction. The two discharges
undergo a junction process leading to a strong re-illumination
of the whole channel associated with a large current pulse,
and resulting in the formation of a longer negative leader. The
negative discharge advancement will involve the formation of
further pilot system starting near the boundary of the streamer
front.
The potential distribution at the end of the re-illumination is
calculated from a geometrical method while neglecting the
electric field along the channel of newly formed leader. The
current injected is sufficient enough to allow the
thermalization of the channel leading to a significant drop in
the internal field [37]. The leader channel becomes therefore
more conductive.
At the tip of the newly-formed leader, a negative corona will
be initiated. The length of this corona is also determined by
geometrical method [25] (Figure 2).
3.7 ERRATIC PROPAGATION OF THE DISCHARGE
The erratic propagation of the discharge is taken into
account by introducing the probabilistic law established for
positive long air gap discharge by Hutzler and Hutzler [20].
The complete calculation leads to the determination of ϕ (ϕ is
a random angle between the segment of the discharge
trajectory and the electrode axis). This aspect is taken into

account with a probabilistic law characterised by a dispersion
parameter "a"
P (ϕ ) =

sin ϕ
⎛ 1 − cos ϕ ⎞
exp ⎜ −
⎟
a
a
⎝
⎠

(11)

with
dU c (t ) ⎞
−1 ⎛
a = 0.6 (1 + 10rl ) ⎜ 0.8 + 10−10
dt ⎟⎠
⎝

−1

(m,V,s)

(12)

where rl is the curvature radius of the equipotential surface at
the considered point and dU c (t ) (in V/s) is the time-variation
dt

rate of the applied voltage at the considered instant. This
empirical formula expresses the fact that the randomness of
the leader becomes more marked as the field is less uniform
and the voltage increases less rapidly. As a three dimensional
computation is considered, ϕ is taken equal to 2πξ ; where ξ
is a number ranging from 0 to 1 generated randomly [38].
In the case, the probability of having ϕ > π/2 is not null, the
leader may move towards the high voltage electrode. Recall
that equation (10) provides a non-null probability of having
|ϕ| > π, which has no physical meaning. For this reason, ϕ has
been confined within the range -π < ϕ < π and equation (11)
modified consequently
P(ϕ ) =

sin ϕ
⎛
⎛ −2 ⎞ ⎞
2a ⎜1 − exp ⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎝ a ⎠⎠
⎝

⎛ cos ϕ − 1 ⎞
exp ⎜
⎟
a
⎝
⎠

(13)

3.8 THE FINAL JUMP
According to Les Renardières Group [36], three different types
of final jump may occur. Only the type A is considered in this
contribution. For this type, the final jump starts when the negative
streamers reach the ground. The arrival of the negative streamers
may occur either suddenly (after an elongation of the channel), or
during the propagation of the leader and the associated space stem.
Thus, the final jump appears to be strongly linked, through its
initial conditions, to the propagation mode of the discharge and
consequently to the voltage and atmospheric conditions. The
height of the final jump is determined by the distance between the
negative leader’s tip and the ground. This may happen when the
negative streamers approach the ground. In almost every case, a
positive leader will grow up from the ground. In most case, the
elongation of the positive leader is lower or equal to the half height
of the final jump. Finally, the development of the final jump is
directly linked to the mode of leader propagation. Thus, its spatial
and temporal characteristics are distance, voltage characteristic
dependent.
The transition from the free development phase to the final
jump phase is triggered when the value of the total axial
length of the negative discharge Lt,z (after the junction phase)
exceeds the height of the final jump Lfj which depends only
on the voltage at the leader tip [39]. To compute Lfj, an
empirical relationship between the breakdown voltage and the
height of the final jump is used [39]
L fj = D −

U c (t ) − 0.75
0.44

with D in metres and Uc(t) in Megavolts.

(14)
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Since the final jump, type A, under the negative polarity is
similar to that happening under the positive polarity, equation
(14) was used.
The triggering of this phase leads inevitably to the
breakdown of the gap unless the applied voltage drops
substantially. To complete the model, a case of hold off [19]
in which the conditions required to bridge the gap are not
satisfied, is taken into account. If the mean streamer field
Ems =

U c (t ) − 0.75
D − Lt , z

(15)

(D and Lt,z in metres and Uc(t) in MV) is sufficient, that is
higher than ES, the leader channel can propagate at a much
higher velocity of the order of a few m.μs-1 [40].

The extension of our recent model on long air gaps
discharge under negative polarity [33] to the negative
lightning requires taking into account some specific
parameters related to lightning. The general idea consists in
representing the negative lightning discharge by an LCR
equivalent electrical network similar to that of long negative
sparks in laboratory (Figure 3). n is the number of negative
leader steps (i.e., the whole discharge channel steps
including the attachment process). R0 represents the
equivalent ground impedance. Since the value of this
impedance does not dependent neither on the voltage
polarity nor the cloud – earth distance, it is assumed as a
perfect conductor (i.e., a pure resistance); R0 is set to 100 Ω
[27, 32]. Various simulations have shown that changing this
value do not affect the results. C0 represents the equivalent
cloud – earth capacitance. The electrodes of this condenser
are assumed to two conducting discs of diameter H,
separated by a distance D [21, 37]. H is taken equal to 1000
m. The capacitance C0 is given by
ε 0π H 2

(16)

4D
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Figure 3. Electrical circuit model describing the whole negative discharges
propagation
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Figure 4. The equivalent network unit cell

The equations associated with a unit cell Lj Cj Rj (Figure 4),
corresponding to a partial displacement, are derived

Lj

dI j
dt

= V j −1 (t ) − V j (t ) − R j I j (t )

and
dV j −1 (t )

I j −1 (t ) − I j (t ) = C j −1

dt

(17)

(18)

From equations (17) and (18), the voltages and currents are
deduced. Also the leader current may be computed
I 0 (t ) =

U c (t ) − V0 (t )
R0

(19)

V0(t) and Uc(t) being respectively the C0 capacitance voltage
and the voltage applied to the gap.
One can also compute the charge injected into the gap; as
the sum of the elementary charges, namely
n

n

t

1

0

0

Q(t ) = ∑ q j = ∑∑ C jV j (t )

4 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
MODELING

C0 =
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(20)

Vj(t) being the voltage across the Cj capacitance and n the
number of the leader steps. It appears from the preceding
equations that calculation of the spatio-temporal evolution of
the parameters of the discharge (current, charge …) requires
the knowledge of Lj, Cj and Rj. The pilot system is also
represented by a LCR equivalent network. These elements are
calculated in the same manner as for the leader channel. Using
digital sampling of the instantaneous voltage Vj and current ij,
the power Pj and the corresponding energy Wj injected into
the electrode gap are computed

Pj = V j I j
t

W j = ∑ V j I j dt

(21)
(22)

0

Knowing the values of the power (or energy) injected into
the gap, the instantaneous velocity is also computed using
equation (7) or (8).
The elements of the equivalent electrical circuit, Rj, Lj and
Cj are calculated in the same manner as for the discharge in
long air gaps [33].
The bottom of the negatively charged cloud is considered to
behave, in the electrical point of view, as a negative rod
electrode having an equivalent radius rp representing an
asperity at the bottom of the cloud. The knowledge of the
value of this radius enables computing the electric field within
the gap as a function of the applied voltage Uc and the relative
air density δ. In the case of long air gap discharge, the
initiation of the first corona occurs when the electric field at
the tip of the HV electrode, computed using equation (6),
exceeds the threshold field estimated by equation (2). The
length of the first corona streamers may be calculated by
geometrical method [26]. It supposes that streamers
propagation through the gap is achieved by assuming the
internal average field that is the stability field Est, to remain
constant. The difference between the initial potential Ui and
the new potential U(ls) after the corona initiation is equal to
the product Estls. Its value likely ranges from 50 to 100 m as
observed under the positive polarity [3, 4].
If the applied voltage Uc and thence the applied geometrical
field EA within the gap are sufficient, the criterion of negative
leader initiation remains the same as that for the positive
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discharges in long air gaps. At the inception of negative
corona, the voltage Uc is assumed to be constant. The values
of Uc are generally of some tens of MV for cloud – earth
distances varying between 2000 m and 7500 m with a mean
electric field ranging between 10 - 15 kV/m [14].
The initial radius r0 of the negative leader is in the range of
centimetres [1, 2, 19, 36]. During the development of the
lightning discharge, the various parameters of the negative
electrode leader versus the discharge current Ic are computed
at each step of simulation. This concerns the conductivity σ
and the ionisation degree ξ as well as the reduced electric
field Er = E/N. E and N are respectively the internal field and
the gas density of the negative electrode leader. These latter
vary significantly with scale factor. Due to the lack of
available data for negative polarity, these parameters were
obtained by extrapolation from the experimental data related
to the positive polarity [4].

conductivity was truncated. For a given gap length and rl0 as
initial radius of the leader channel, the effective conductivity
σ is truncated

⎛r ⎞

(25)

σ r = ⎜⎜ l 0 ⎟⎟ σ
⎝ rl ⎠

The channel cross section at time t and position z is directly
related to the charge flow (in non-LTE assumptions [30]) by

(πr )

2 2

l

z ,t

( )

⎛
⎞
⎛ γ − 1 ⎞ En ,l πr02
2 2
= ⎜⎜ πrl 0 + 2⎜⎜
⎟⎟
Q( z, t ) ⎟⎟
⎝ γ ⎠ N kτ 0
⎝
⎠

(26)

5 EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
PARAMETERS
5.1 THE RESISTANCE
5.1.1 THE LEADER CORONA
The leader corona consists of many filamentary streamer
channels. It is assumed to behave as a portion a leader having
length ls. Thus the resistance per unit length can be deduced
from the following relationship

λs =

Es
Is

(23)
Figure 5. Characteristics of the leader channel as a function of current with r0
= 1 mm and T0 = 1000 °K [31].

Es is the electric field within the streamer zone; and Is is the
current flowing in the streamer zone.
5.1.2 THE RESISTANCE OF BOTH ELECTRODE AND
SPATIAL LEADERS

The initial value of the leader radius rl0 has been plotted
versus the gap length from experimental data [19, 40, 42], as
shown in Figure 6.

Since LTE assumptions do not apply inside leaders, the
channels of negative leader are assumed to behave as a
resistive electrode; the properties of this later are controlled
by Ohmic heating and gas dynamic expansion [31]. In the
following, the same relationship of the resistance per unit
length will be used for both negative and spatial leaders.
Because of the very few information available on the
evolution of the lightning discharge channel conductivity,
equations derived for long air gap discharge were used. This
assumption can be justified by the similarity between both
types of discharge. Assuming the leader channel to a
cylindrical one, the resistance per unit length can be computed
as follow
λl =

κ
σ π rl ( t − t 0 )
2

(24)

where the leader conductivity σ is related to the current I
[30, 31]. According to Les Renardières Group [31], κ is
equal to 1 for the positive leader and estimated to 3 for the
negative leader. Figure 5 shows the characteristic of the
conductivity versus the input current σ = f(I), for κ = 1.
Since the actual value of rl depends on the gap length, the

Figure 6. The variation of the leader’s initial radius versus the gap length
extrapolated from experimental results [30].

Indeed, for a section of the leader channel having a unit
length, the power input may be expressed in the form

E n ,l I =

E n ,l
N

IN 0

πrl 20
πrl 2

(27)
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Since En ,l is almost constant, the potential gradient En,l along
N

using the simplification proposed by Fofana and Beroual [32]
and Ratnamahilan [44]:

the leader can be expressed as:

En ,l =

En ,l

N0

(28)

1/ 2
N ⎛
γ − 1 En,l Q(t ) ⎞
1
2
+
⎜
⎟
γ N kτ 0π rl 0 ⎠
⎝

where N ( N =

σ ) is the number of electron in the
μeξe e

channel’s core of radius r. The quantities τ0, N0 and rl0 are
respectively the gas temperature, the gas number density and
the leader tip radius at the time t0 at which the leader section
is formed; k is the Boltzmann constant (k = 1.38 10-23 J K-1),
μe the electron mobility (μe = 0.18 m2 V-1 s-1) and e the
elementary electron charge (e = 1.6 10-19 C). The ratio γ,
between the specific heat at constant volume and constant
pressure is taken, by hypothesis, constant and equal to 1.4
[30]. The reduced electric field En ,l , the degree of ionization
N
ξ and the channel conductivity σ are related to the current I
flowing in the leader channel. Their characteristics have been
established by the Les Renardières group [31] (Figure 5). The
quantity Q(t) is defined as
Q(t ) = ∫ Idt
t

(29)

t0

The final jump represents a transition during which the
leader conditions may change from non-LTE characteristics to
LTE characteristics for the spark channel, a transition which
takes place on a much shorter time scale than other discharge
phases. The resistance per unit length of the leader decreases
sharply. From experimental data [40], a formulation for the
resistance Rj during this phase was obtained by extrapolation
[35].

R j = 10 ( p

2

− t / Δt )1 / 2

(30)

where Δt is the duration of the final jump phase and, p =
log10(Rfj), Rfj being the value of the leader resistance Rj just
before the beginning of the final jump.
Concerning the return stroke phase, it is known [40] that the
plasma may be assumed to be in LTE within the spark. The
gas molecules are fully dissociated and the temperature is
uniform throughout the channel. This phase corresponds to
the neutralization of charges injected into the gap during the
leader propagation. The channel radius is maintained by equal
and counteracting magnetic and kinetic forces [43]. The
3

conductivity of a highly ionized gas is given by σ = 1.5 10-5τ 2
(Ω-1cm-1) [40]. According to Uman [43], the temperature τ
within the channel during the return stroke can exceed 30,000
K. The channel becomes a low impedance path to the ground.
5.2 THE INDUCTANCE

The inductance Llu per unit length, due to the internal and
external flux linkages of the leader channel is determined
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Llu =

μ0
2π

⎡
⎛ Df
⎢0.25 + ln⎜⎜
⎢⎣
⎝ rl

⎞⎤
⎟⎥
⎟
⎠⎥⎦

(31)

Note that Df should be large for transient fields and that the
fractional error is of the order of [1/ln(Df/r)] [43]. Df which
represents the distance from the leader channel where the
radiated magnetic field is null, should be large enough for
transient fields. In fact, simulations show that calculations
made with 10 km <Df < 100 km are correct. Because the
fractional error, of the order of [1/ln(Df/r)] should be
negligible [43], a value of 100 km was considered realistic
[1].
Equation (31) is also used to compute the inductances per
unit length of spatial leader as well as the streamers zone.
During the return stroke phase, the wave is supposed to
propagate in TEM mode. Thus, the inductances values may be
considered similar to those computed during the discharge
development.
5.3 THE CAPACITANCE
5.3.1 THE LEADER CORONA
The capacitance Cs,j between the discharge channel tip and the
head of streamers is computed using a spherical
approximation (Figure 7) [35]. Taking into account the fact
that the solid angle Γs,j ( Γ s , j = 2π (1 − cos θ s , j ) ) is smaller
than 4π and knowing that S >> r0, it yields
⎛ (S + rl )rl ⎞
C s , j = Γs , j ε 0 ⎜
⎟ ≈ Γs , j ε 0 rl
S
⎝
⎠

(32)
S2

S1
θj

θsj

Lt,z + S
D

Figure 7. The spherical assumption used in the model.

5.3.2 THE UNBRIDGED GAP

The capacitance Cj is also determined using the spherical
approximation by assuming the leader to a plasma channel
surrounded by an envelope of charges induced by the
foregoing streamers [32, 38]. Provided the solid angle Γ
( Γ = 2π (1 − cos θ ) ) is smaller than 4π, the capacitance is
given by the following expression :
⎛ D( Lt , z + S ) ⎞
⎟⎟
C j = Γ j ε 0 ⎜⎜
Z
⎠
⎝

(33)
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In determining the evolution of Γj, during each leader step,
the elementary charge injected can be expressed as

[3]

⎛ D( Lt , z + S ) ⎞
⎟⎟U j
q j ,l = C jU j = Γ j ε 0 ⎜⎜
Z
⎝
⎠

[4]

(34)

[5]

The corresponding current flowing inside the channel is I =
dqj/dt. Thus, it yields
I=

⎛ D( Lt , z + S ) ⎞ ⎞
d ⎛⎜
⎟⎟U j ⎟
Γ j ε 0 ⎜⎜
⎟
dt ⎜⎝
Z
⎝
⎠ ⎠

[6]

(35)
[7]

which gives
I=

dΓ j
dt

D( Lt , z + S )

ε0

Z

Uj +

dU j
dt

ε0

D( Lt , z + S )
Z

Γ j + Γ j ε 0U j

d ⎛ D( Lt , z + S ) ⎞
⎜
⎟⎟
dt ⎜⎝
Z
⎠

(36)

[8]
[9]
[10]

By setting

dΓ j = Γ j - Γ j-1 ,

dLt , z
dS
= vs and
cos ϕ = v cos ϕ ,
dt
dt

[11]

it yields
⎛ D( Lt , z + S ) ⎞
+ ⎜⎜
⎟⎟U j Γ j −1
Zdt
⎝
⎠
Γj =
dU j ⎛ D ( Lt , z + S ) ⎞
⎛ D( L t , z + S ) ⎞
⎛ (M − N ) ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟U j +
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ + U j ⎜
⎟
2
Zdt
dt ⎝
Z
⎝ Z
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎠
I

ε0

(37)

where

[12]

[13]

M = ( D − D( Lt , z + S ))(v cos ϕ + v s )
2

N = −(v S + v n ,l cos ϕ ) D ( Lt , z + S )

(38)
Computations revealed that Rs,jCs,j is very low with respect
to RjCj and consequently Cs,j can be neglected. Equation (38)
allows calculation of Γj, which depends on Γj-1. To start the
simulation a conical angle of the first corona θ0 = π/6, is
considered. Indeed, using image converters in framing
mode, the leader corona is observed to be a conical luminous
region of angle about 70° [14] whose apex is near the leader
tip.

6 CONCLUSIONS
The self-consistent mathematical model presented here
enables predicting the entire negative lightning discharge. It
emphasizes the step-like characteristic of such a discharge and
provides the spatial and temporal evolution of the different
characteristics of the discharge such as trajectory, current and
the corresponding electrical charge, energy and power
injected into the gap, potential gradient in the leader channel,
voltage at the tip of the discharge, temporal evolution of the
channel thermal radius, and the instantaneous propagation
velocity.
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